Parallel computers have matured to the point where they are capable of running a significant production workload. Characterizing this workload, however, is far more complicated than for the single-processor case. Besides the varying number of proce?scmsthat maybe invoked, the nodes themselves may provide differing computational resources (memory size, for example). Inaddition, the batch schedulers may introduce further categories of service which must be considered in the analysis, The Cornell Theory Center (CTC) put a 512-node IBM SP2 system into production in early 1995. Extended traces of batch jobs began to be collected in mid-1995 when the usage base became sufficiently large. This paper offers an analysis of this early batch workload.
Introduction
As the use of parallel computers spreads from research settings to commercial establishments, job scheduling becomes a more pressing issue. Researchers in job scheduling strategies must make underlying Wsumptioqs about the workload in order to quantify their resultsl and there is widespread agreement that real workload data can make a significant contribution to improving these strategies.
While there have been a number of analyses of specific parallel applications [1, 3] , there has been only one major study of an entire parallel workload [2] . Thk paper presents an analysis of the batch workload on the Cornell Theory Center IBM SP2 over an Ii-week period. Of the total workload, 48.4 percent of the jobs were serial and 51.6 percent were parallel. However, when one looks at User Node Time (defined to be the sum of wall-clock times from each participating processor), only 14.5 percent was devoted to serial jobs and 85.5 percent to parallel jobs. Thus while the number of serial and parallel jobs were roughly the same, paxdlel jobs account for the vaat majority of the computational work. Much of thk serial load comes from legacy applications that had been running on the CTC IBM ES/9000 prior to its removal in March, 1995 and which continue to be run on individual nodes of the SP2. Table 1 gives the breakdown of work by queue. About 40 percent of jobs axe submitted to the 15-minute queue. This suggests a sizable amount of program development and debugging -hallmarks of an immature workload. Nonetheless, nearly 75 percent of the User Node Time is generated by jobs in longer-running production queues (12 and 18-hour).
When broken down by requested memory (also Table 1 ), the data shows a preponderance for the 128MB nodes, both by job and by User Node Hours. If one takes into account how many nodes of each size there are in the batch pool, one finds that the single 2048MB node is most heavily requested (45 percent of available capacity) with the 128MB next most requested (34 percent ).
From the perspective of job duration, nearly 75 percent of the jobs run in one hour or less (Figure 1) . However, when weighted by User Node Time (Figure 2) , the duration is more evenly dktributed, with a sizable amount of work being done by jobs running from 4 to 8 hours. This is further evidence of a substantial productino workload. 3
Inter-arrival Analysis
Of particular interest to the job scheduling and resource management community is the inter-axrival time between jobs. Figure 3 shows the number of jobs for a given interarrival time. Most jobs are submitted during the daytime, with a peak of 4300 jobs arriving between 33 and 64 eeconde. Weeknight and weekends exhibit a difTerent behavior -a peak at about 120 seconds and longer tails, indicative of greater periods of inactivity.
